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Within the last years many on-demand systems have been established in cities. But only a few of them are really teethed with the local public transport provider. Usually these systems run independently from the public transport provider as an additional offer to get from A to B. This paper wants to present the first results and lessons learned from planning and implementing on-demand bus systems that replace bus lines with fixed timetables and fixed stop stations or that extend the public transport system in the suburban areas where the lines of traditional public transport end. The incentives to invest in such system for the public transport provider are to get more people on busses and trains and to reduce costs in case of replacing a fixed-line bus to an on-demand offer. Also structural changes in housing areas are dynamically adapted. The advantages for the customers should be shorter walk distances, stops in housing areas that have been ignored by the bus lines before and the possibility to be mobile without using the private car. Of course on-demand offers needs a change in behavior concerning also the customers: Trips must be registered a certain time before start and final pick-up or drop-off can slightly change dependent of further trip requests. On the other hand the customers need a certain guaranty that they will reach their destination like planned. For this a much more personal information system between customer and public transport provider must be ensured. There must be information/feedback channels in both directions. The paper also introduces a platform system that allows public transport provider and on-demand fleet provider to register and then being considered by the central journey planner of this platform that finds suitable route recommendation by concerning the registered fleets. So the customers do not need to know which providers might be available for their request and do not need to use several apps to get the information. On the other hand new on-demand fleets can easily participate and connect their services if they provide the specified interfaces. 
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